Friend group speaking solely in “Workaholics” references

AUSTIN—An area friend group reached the admirable conversational achievement of communicating solely in “Workaholics” references yesterday. “We are running out of things we shumerreer. I wanna shumerreer a hurrrel,” the group’s token Canadian, Elliot Olivier, said to his pals as the group sipped lukewarm beers while basking atop a roof. “Look-getting or ass-scratching competition tonight boys? Tight buttholes either way, bro.” As of press time, a new transfer student expressed interest to join their friend group, but his extensive knowledge of The West Wing was not doing him any favors.

New Toyota Prius to come with pre-attached Hillary Clinton campaign stickers

Washington, D.C.—Toyota recently signed a deal with presidential hopeful Hillary Clinton, that will prompt the manufacturing of their new Prius model to include her 2016 presidential campaign stickers directly imprinted on the bumper of the vehicle. “Though including the sticker on every newly manufactured Prius will likely produce the same amount of Prius’s with a democratic nominee sticker on them, this move re-enforces Mrs. Clinton’s commitment to clean vehicles and the Japanese,” campaign coordinator, Debbie Porter, explained as she laid the manufacturing of their new Prius’s with a democratic nominee sticker on them, this move re-enforces Mrs. Clinton’s commitment to clean vehicles and the Japanese, “Though including the sticker on every newly manufactured Prius will likely produce the same amount of Prius’s with a democratic nominee sticker on them, this move re-enforces Mrs. Clinton’s commitment to clean vehicles and the Japanese.”

AUSTIN—In an effort to improve her own mystique, unemployed woman Pamela Martins unnamed in the shower today just to have a little secret of her own. “I felt so naughty! I stared at the toilet the whole time and whispered, ‘I don’t need you anymore, you dingleberry gizmo,’” Martin giggled to herself as she fumbled about in the refrigerator. “When my husband came home today, he noticed there was something different about me—said I was glowing. All of this sneaking around has made me feel like a new woman!” As of press time, Martins was basking a gallon of apple juice to the light with a mischievous smile on her face.
Travesty Fact #12: Road head is the number one cause of human sex traffic.

The Encyclopedia of Trivia

American actor John Travolta has appeared in 70% of America’s nightmares.

Study: John Travolta appears in 70% of America’s nightmares

By Friday night, the group text was in unanimous agreement that sometime next weekend would probably be better.

WHITE PLAINS, NY—Late Wednesday evening a group text of friends acknowledged their efforts. “I’m just hoping for any sort of comment to confirm that I followed through with my childhood by my older brothers, now we out here, baby,” explained Rob Gronkowski spikes terminally ill boy at children’s hospital

MINNEAPOLIS, MN—Cracking a joke about the weather as he took a sip from his beer, area “funny friend” said the band currently has no plans for a reunion concert, saying they were never intended to be a one-time thing. “Funny” friend wishes he was “handsome” friend

“Funny” friend wishes he was “handsome” friend

I'm sorry, but I don't think it's safe to drive. I’m not even sure he knows how to drive.

LONDON — Fans across the world celebrated Wednesday as members of the legendary rock band Ziggy Stardust announced they are reuniting for one final drug-fueled orgy. “I know we’re a little older nowadays, but we’ll still try to put on the best,” said one of their female friends giggle.
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WHITE PLAINS, NY—Late Wednesday evening a group text of friends acknowledged their efforts. “I’m just hoping for any sort of comment to confirm that I followed through with my childhood by my older brothers, now we out here, baby,” explained

 Rated R movie: Suicide Squad

TRAVEL FACT #12: Road head is the number one cause of human sex traffic.
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1. MOUNT BONNELL
Buy a joint from literally anyone there. Also a great view.

2. ELLIJAH WOOD’S HOUSE
Dress up as Samwise and save his ass for nine hours.

3. BLANTON MUSEUM
Try to touch every painting, because quantum physics tells us we can touch nothing.

4. SPIDER HOUSE
Best spider fights in Austin.

5. KERBEY LANE CAFE
Kerby quesos are world famous for people really into over-hyped appetizers.

6. THE DRAG
Not an attraction but a great tool into Austin’s failure to care for the homeless.

7. Here’s the green screen on which all of Dazed and Confused was shot.

8. BARTON SPRINGS
Top tier Austin mom books.

9. ZILKER PARK
Get your ACL tickets 11-months in adva-- oh damn, too late they’re sold out.

10. SOUTH CONGRESS
Support local businesses by perusing them and going to Urban Outfitters instead.

11. GORDOUGH’S
Eat it and enjoy a digestively induced depression for the rest of the day.

12. ALAMO DRAFTHOUSE
Fun Fact: Did you know that movies were banned in Austin until 1998?

13. BAT BRIDGE
See the spot where Wes Anderson got bit and turned into a vampire lookin’ weirdos.

14. TEXAS CAPITOL
Where the War on Women is centrally located.

15. LBJ PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY
Stop by the recently installed interactive timeline of how many times LBJ exposed himself in the White House.

16. EAST AUSTIN
Pretend it doesn’t exist and comment on how progressive Austin is.

17. FRANKLIN’S
Wait four hours in a line with a group of casual acquaintances and only 20 minutes worth of conversation for Austin’s best bushmeat.

18. TERRENCE MALICK’S CAVE
Close your eyes and say “Malick Man” three times—he may present himself!

19. AUSTIN BERGSTROM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
It’s okay if you leave, Austin doesn’t need anyone anyways.

20. Where Stephen F. Austin put a sword in the ground and said, “This place is called Austin now.”

21. Where Davy Crockett decided that maybe he should have gone to hell instead...
Area man hopes to impress date with arsenal of riddles

CHICAGO — Earlier today local man Brandon Darien eagerly prepared brainteasers, quandaries, and riddles in anticipation for his upcoming date tonight. “What is a fruit that can never be eaten? What changes from day to day but always stays the same? What is a court where each party is both judging and being judged?” pondered Darien when asked if he actually knew what a date was. “What is a date when a board game can be played without a board? What is a game that if you don’t play there is no reward? What is a reward when it’s lost before it’s won? Oh, that last one was kinda weak.” As of press time, Darien had sent out a cryptic message to his date asking if she was the combination of the first color of the rainbow and the fifth letter of the alphabet.

Stormchaser hit with restraining order

DUSTBOWL, OK — Following an aggressive 170 MPH pursuit up Interstate 40, storm chaser Chase Storms was ultimately hit with a restraining order on behalf of all storms, past and future. “I’ve been outwitting Mother Nature for decades, so I guess I was both hurt and confused when I received the restraining order. I thought she loved me, as I do her,” Storms said, adjusting the ‘Learn to dance in the Storm’ poster hanging above his twin water bed. “I have all the gear for storm interception, maximizing the experience for myself as well as the storm. I’m perfect for her, and one day she’ll realize this was all a big mistake.” As of press time, Storms was seen breaking the restraining order, wrapping himself in tin foil as the Lightning storm approached.

Order Matters

Danny Boyle’s Oscar

Oscar Boils Danny
Area man gives up being subtle about his catholicism for Lent

AUSTIN—Having no longer cares who finds out, local man Greg Thane has decided to give up being subtle about his Catholicism for Lent. “I was having a hard time thinking of a vice to drop, so I figured I could just quit being so quiet about my faith,” Thane commented, occasionally glancing at his dusty Bible. “I’ve been to Lent and being more true to myself kinda kills two birds with one stone like the story of Noah and Gelatib, or whatever.” Nonetheless, he hasn’t been inside a church since Sunday School about 20 years ago. “As of press time, Thane was struggling to explain the religious significance of the holiday to his bored Hindu roommate.

Drinks SPECIALS TO TRY THIS SPRING BREAK

By Caesar Corvus

We are ready to be parents. There’s that inherited joy of holding the miracle of life in your arms and knowing that your life is complete and perfect. Though there are sure to be challenges on this long road of parenthood, we’re ready. It doesn’t matter if we have a boy or a girl, or the Herald of Xarnithxu reborn.

From the moment the doctor places our sweet, potentially winged baby in our arms for the first time, know that we’ve taken a powerful vow to raise her or him or it just as the Void Lord intended. While plenty of parents may wish for a son or a daughter or the resurrected spirit of He Who Swallows Light; that just doesn’t worry us. We will love our child regardless of gender or elemental capability.

The screams of the unspeakable will not prevent us from bringing our precious baby Julia raised the most money.” Among Julia’s other admirable accomplishments were her positions of junior class Vice President in 2010 and Volunteer Chair of the Ugg Appreciation Club, which are listed at the very top of her résumé. She believes that future employers will view these as clear indicators of her ambition and competence. “My mom and my boyfriend will be proud of me no matter what happens after college,” Julia said, as she picked out the color scheme for her sorority’s fancy packs for roundtrip this year. “I’m in no rush to apply anywhere. All those recruiters need is one quick glimpse at my resume to get an idea of what I have to offer their company.”

As of press time, Julia was seen taking a few triumphant shots of Fireball after she remembered to add to her résumé that she donned a one-piece red swimsuit in high school’s promenade of Mamma Mia.

It doesn’t matter if we have a boy, or a girl, or the Herald of Xarnithxu

HANGOVER CURES

1 cup seltzer water; 1 aspirin & 25 untagged Facebook photos

Liver transplant

Watch 12 Years a Slave, it’ll sober you right up

Listen to ambient nature music while drinking creek water

Women at grocery store debates what produce to allow to rot at home

KERRVILLE, TX—Almost in her daily trip to the grocery store, area woman Janet Caldwell reportedly could not decide what produce to allow to rot in the bottom shelf of her refrigerator for the next 3 months. “I just want to make sure that I carefully read my grocery list, which has everything my family requested, then throw off to back to buy. I’m not sure anybody eats it,” said Caldwell as she stuffed her 4 pounds of asparagus, her husband’s least favorite vegetable, into a plastic bag, “I feel kind of sacrificing something new to my children like grapefruit because of this. Why not. I guess I’ll just put some in the fridge and see what happens.”

At press time, Caldwell could be seen putting a gallon of soy milk and a family size pack of StarKist tuna in her shopping cart, almost as if she thought somebody in her house would eventually eat them.

In ON YOUR OPENING FOR LOS LONELY BOYS SINCE 1997

Travesty Fact #45: That old-book smell comes from the characters that died in the book.